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A Critical Analysis of the Old Greek (G) of Amos 

3:12 in Light of Ancient Translation Practices 

Alpheaus Graham Zobule 

ABSTRACT 
 

When an unexpected variation occurs between an Old Greek (Septuagint) reading and a 
Hebrew reading of the Massoretic text, scholars often explain the variation as due to the 
activities of the Greek translator. When the variation involves a wrong rendering of the 
Hebrew it represents, scholars often ascribe the wrong rendering to the translator’s 
mistaken or interpretive activity. In this article, I make the point that scholarly analyses 
on supposedly wrong renderings have often been inadequate because they have not often 
taken ancient translation practices into account and as a result have often incorrectly 
treated the translator as if he were a scribe who copied the Hebrew rather than as a 
translator who translated the Hebrew. I argue that the nature of the work of a copyist is 
different from that of the translator. This means that in analyzing an unexpected Greek 
rendering of a Hebrew form, one must also treat the unexpected rendering in the light of 
the translation process, not the copying process. I demonstrate that in coming up with the 
unexpected renderings of the various elements in a textual segment of Amos 3:12, the 
translator employs translation techniques that are consistent with ancient translation 
practices. 
 

It is common to ascribe to the activity of the Old Greek (G) translator any Greek 
rendering that does not correctly represent the Hebrew it corresponds to. This is 
true of a textual segment in Amos 3:12, namely, kate,nanti fulh/j kai. evn Damaskw/| 
ièrei/j which corresponds to cr\u* qv#m#d+b!W hF*m! ta^p=B!. The unexpected renderings 
in G Amos 3:12 have been explained as the result of either a mistaken or an 
interpretive activity of the translator (Cripps 1955:291-92, Harper 1905:80-81, 
Wolff 1977:196, nn. a-a, b, Hammershaimb 1970:62, Paul 1991:120-21, Sawyer 
1970-71:123-130, and Dines 1992:110-117). From a mistaken rendering 
argument, the translator supposedly misreads hF*m! ‘bed, couch’ as hF#m̂ ‘tribe’, 
hence, fulh/j ‘tribe’; qv#m#d+ ‘damask, silk?’ as qc#M#d~ ‘Damascus’, hence, Damaskw/| 
‘Damascus’; and then mistakenly transliterates cr\u* ‘couch, divan’ as ìerei/j 
‘priests’. From an interpretive activity argument, Sawyer, for instance, argues 
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that the G rendering of Amos 3:12 is an evidence of an anti-sectarian polemic in 
the Septuagint version of Amos. My proposal, however, is that the unexpected 
renderings are neither the result of the translator’s mistaken activity nor of his 
interpretive activity; on the contrary, they are the result of the translator’s 
intentional activity that follows certain ancient translation practices in order to 
arrive at a meaningful rendering of the textual segment which contains the 
difficult form qv#m#d+.1 

The primary weakness of the argument that treats the unexpected renderings 
as unintentional translation mistakes is that it wrongly presumes the translator 
as a copyist. The translator is presumed to be one who, working in the manner 
that a copyist copies individual words one at a time, renders each word one at a 
time without giving due consideration to how each word functions in 
syntagmatic relationship with the other words in the same textual segment. The 
presumption fails to take into consideration the fundamental difference between 
the nature of the task of the copyist and that of the translator. The difference is 
that the copyist uses a copy of a text in one language in order to produce 
another copy in the same language, while the translator uses a copy of a text in 
one language in order to produce a witness to the text in another language. This 
means that while the copyist does not necessarily need to know the meaning nor 
the function of any of the forms he is copying in order to make a good copy of 
the original, the translator has to understand the meanings and functions of 
morphemes, lexical and grammatical forms and the syntactical relationships that 
he is looking at before he can correctly render them into another language. This 
distinction in the nature of the copyist and of the translator’s tasks implies that 
the kinds of issues and difficulties that the translator faces and deals with are 
not exactly those that the copyist faces and deals with. A failure to make this 
distinction often leads to an incorrect treatment of unexpected Greek renderings 
as if they were copyist errors or corruptions. This failure is amply demonstrated 
by a study done by Anthony Gelston (2002:493) on what he calls “misreadings” 
in G Amos. He identifies 23 examples in G Amos that he claims are misreadings 
by the translator. The primary cause of the misreadings, he says, is that the 
translator has difficulty deciphering the Hebrew Vorlage because of the obscurity 
in the Vorlage, indistinct handwriting, or physical damage. He portrays the 
translator as if he were a copyist who worked from a badly damaged Vorlage and 
who constantly misread one form for another.2  

The argument that the unexpected rendering of Amos 3:12 is reflective of the 
interpretive activity of the translator also cannot be sustained under close 
scrutiny. For the purpose of this article I refer to the distinction that James Barr 
(1979:290–291) makes between basic interpretation and high level 
interpretation. Basic interpretation involves syntactic and semantic 
comprehension of the meaning of the text, while high level interpretation 
involves matters of content, of reference, or of theological exegesis. High level 
interpretation, which presumes basic interpretation, is done by exegetes, 
                                                 
 1For further details on the theory underlying the explanations here, see Zobule (2008:40-87). 
 2For a further analysis of other examples given by Gelston, see Zobule (2008:320-323). 
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preachers or theologians. It is the basic type of interpretation that the translator 
does; he has to understand morphemes, words, syntax and other linguistic 
elements before he can translate. In using the term “interpretive rendering” to 
speak of Greek renderings that are very different from the Hebrew Vorlage they 
represent, G scholars often mean high level interpretation. For the rendering of 
<y]oGĥ-lk*w+ <oda$ tyr]a@v=-ta# Wvr+yy] /u^m̂l= ‘in order that they may possess the 
remnants of Edom and all nations” [Amos 9:12a]) as o[pwj evkzhth,swsin oi` 
kata,loipoi tw/n avnqrw,pwn kai. pa,nta ta. e;qnh ‘so that the rest of the men and all the 
nations may seek’, for instance, F. F. Bruce considers the G rendering as one of 
the best examples where translators “conform the wording to their own religious 
outlook or otherwise to adapt it to an interpretation which was accepted in the 
circles to which they belonged” (1979:17).3 In a similar manner, the unexpected 
rendering of Amos 3:12 is considered by John Sawyer to be an interpretive 
rendering. However, the primary difficulty with this argument is that G Amos is 
a formal translation that closely represents its Hebrew Vorlage and it is not 
characteristic of its translator to employ high level interpretation in his 
translation. Both Jennifer Dines (1992) and Zobule (2008) show that G Amos 
may be characterized as a formal rendering.  

The unexpected rendering in G Amos 3:12 may be properly explained in 
terms of ancient translation practices. The relevant ancient translation practice 
relates to how an ancient translator often deals with a textual segment that 
contains a difficult form. Unlike preachers who may gloss over difficult forms 
they find in a text they are dealing with, the translator has the two-fold 
challenge of not only translating the difficult form correctly but also of 
translating it in a way that is meaningful both as an individual form and as it 
relates to the other forms in the textual segment that it is in. Even though he 
may be ignorant of a linguistic form, the translator still has to find ways to deal 
with it since he cannot just leave it undealt with without causing an intolerable 
rendering of the textual segment that contains it. In modern translation practice, 
we indicate our ignorance of a Hebrew form primarily by the means of 
conjecture which is often accompanied by a footnote containing a note such as 
“Hebrew is uncertain.” As others have already shown, ancient translators too do 
not always understand their text (Tov 1984, Ottley 1919:114-116, and Swete 
1989:329-330). There is no evidence that ancient translators use footnotes, but 
that does not mean that they have no means of dealing with unknown forms. 
The most common translation practices that ancient translators employ in 
dealing with a difficult form are as follows: transliteration, replacement, 
etymological rendering, form-association rendering, segmentation, elimination, 
conjecture, and conjectural variation.4 The application of one or more of these 
translation actions on a difficult form usually results in a rendering that does not 
correctly represent the meaning of the difficult form. This often leads to the 
necessity to apply other unexpected translation actions on other known elements 
                                                 
 3For the argument that the G represents an earlier reading, see Jones (1995:175–190) and Archer and Chirichigno 
(1983:155). Based on my study of G Amos 1–5, the conclusion to my analysis of G Amos 9:12a supports Jones’ and 
Archer and Chirichigno’s conclusion (Zobule 2008:324–332). 
 4For a detailed discussion of these translation practices as they relate to difficult forms, see Zobule (2008:55–67). 
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in the same textual segment. The resultant rendering of the textual segment is 
often unexpectedly different from what its corresponding Hebrew text says; 
however, since a difficult form is involved the primary aim of the translator is 
simply to arrive at a reasonably meaningful rendering. This phenomenon will 
now be used to explain the rendering of cr\u* qv#m#d+b!W hF*m! ta^p=B! (Amos 3:12) by 
the unexpected kate,nanti fulh/j kai. evn Damaskw/| ièrei/j. 

The form that gives rise to the unexpected renderings of the elements of the 
above textual segment is qv#m#d+. The G Amos translator knows the other three 
nouns in the textual segment as is obvious from his correct rendering of them 
elsewhere in the same book: he properly renders cr\u* ‘couch, divan’ by strwmnh, 
‘bed, couch’ [Amos 6:4]), hF*m! by kli,nh ‘bed’ [Amos 6:4]), and, although hap 
‘corner, side’ does not appear anywhere else in Amos or the Minor Prophets, the 
rendering kate,nanti in Amos 3:12 is a correct representation of it. The noun qv#m#d+ 
‘silk’ (?), however, is a hapax legomenon and a difficult form to the translator.5 
The translator, however, cannot leave the difficult form undealt with in 
translation. In order to come up with a meaningful rendering, he associates it 
with a similar but semantically unrelated form qc#M#D~ ‘Damascus’ and then, 
because qc#M#D~ is a proper name, he transliterates it as Damaskw/|. Associating a 
word with a similar but semantically unrelated form is a very common practice.6 
The other three principal ancient versions, namely, Latin Vulgate (Damasco), 
Syriac Peshitta (dmswq) and Targum Jonathan (qvmd) also associate the difficult 
form with qc#M#D~ ‘Damascus’. Later Greek translators Aquila, Symmachus and 
Theodotion also associate the unknown form qv#m#d+ with qc#M#D~ and transliterate it 
as damaskw. It is possible that the other three principal ancient versions and later 
Greek translators follow the tradition of G, but it is likely that each is simply 
employing the same ancient translation practice of form-association rendering 
for they also differ from G in their renderings of the entire textual segment.7 
qv#m#d+ is a difficult form not only to the G translator but also to the translators of 
the other principal ancient versions as well as to later Greek translators. 

Having demonstrated that qv#m#d+ is a difficult form to the G Amos translator, 
based on ancient translation practices, explaining the rise of the unexpected 
renderings of the two nouns hF*m! and cr\u* in the textual segment cr\u* qv#m#d+b!W 
hF*m! ta^p=B! (3:12) is now a simple matter. As has been noted earlier, the 
translator is not ignorant of the Hebrew nouns hF*m! ‘bed, couch’ and cr\u* ‘couch, 
                                                 
 5The meaning of this hapax legomenon is uncertain. BDB lists as its possible meaning ‘damask, silk’. For various 
attempts at emending it, see Rabinowitz (1961:228–231). For other attempts on understanding cr\u* qv#m#d+, see Hulst 
(1960:239). The other principal ancient versions (Latin Vulgate, Syriac Peshitta, Targum Jonathan) and later Greek 
translators (Aquila, Symmachus, Theodotion) presuppose qv#m#d+ as the form they tried to render. 
 6For the original use of the term form-association, see Weissert (1974). Form-association is a very common ancient 
translation practice but it has been incorrectly labeled as “etymological” rendering or exegesis by Tov (1984, 1997), Barr 
(1979:318–322), and Barrett (1977:184). The words “etymology” and “etymological” are inadequate descriptive terms 
for such a phenomenon, because the two forms that the translator associates are similar only in form but are not 
etymologically related in any way. 
 7The complete rendering of the textual segment cr\u* qv#m#d+b!W hF*m! ta^p=B! by the other three principal ancient versions 
are as follows: Latin Vulgate has in plaga lectuli et in Damasco grabatti ‘in region of a bed and in couch of Damascus’, 
Targum Jonathan has /yxyjr qvmd luw /flv [wqtb “in the strength of power and who rely upon Damascus,” and Syriac 
Peshitta has bħwţr’ dmn slj wb‘m’ dmn ddmswq “by the rod [that strikes] suddenly and by the people from Damascus.” The 
renderings of the later Greek translators are as follows: a, has en klimati klinhj kai en damaskw krabbatou, s, has ek klimatoj 
klinh kai en damaskw klinh and q´ has katenanti klimatoj kai en damaskw klinh. 
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divan’. However, having represented the difficult form qv#m#d+ by Damaskw/|, 
maintaining correct renderings of hF*m! and cr\u* would yield a nonsensical 
rendering like kate,nanti klinh/j kai. evn Damaskw/| strwmnh/j ‘before a bed and in 
Damascus of a bed’. The translator now has to choose either to maintain this 
intolerable rendering in the G translation or to apply secondary adjustments to 
other elements in the textual segment in order to produce an overall meaningful 
rendering. The translator follows the latter, but because the difficult form qv#m#d+ 
has already been represented by the incorrect form Damaskw/|, accuracy and 
meaningfulness cannot both be maintained; accuracy must therefore give way to 
meaningfulness.  

In coming up with a meaningful rendering of the textual segment, the G 
translator’s renderings of hF*m! and cr\u* appear unexpected to modern eyes but 
are really not unexpected in light of ancient translation practices. First, the 
translator associates hF*m! ‘bed, couch’ with a similar but semantically unrelated 
form hF#m̂ ‘tribe’ and represents it by fulh/j ‘tribe’. The meaning of hF*m! ‘bed, 
couch’ is of course not correctly represented by fulh/j ‘tribe’, but the translator 
has at least represented the consonantal form of hF*m!. This is not the only 
instance that the G Amos translator applies a form-association rendering on a 
form which then results in an unexpected rendering.8 In 1:5 where the difficult 
form Em@ot ‘the one who holds’ occurs and for which he conjectures its meaning 
as katako,yw ‘I will cut’, the translator does a similar secondary adjustment by 
associating fb#v@ ‘rod, staff’ with fb#v@ ‘tribe’ and represents it by fulh,n ‘tribe’. In 
1:8 the translator varies his conjecture of the difficult form Em@ot and uses 
evxarqh,setai ‘shall be taken away’ and then again associates fb#v@ ‘rod, staff’ with 
fb#v@ ‘tribe’ and represents it by fulh, ‘tribe’. As he has done in associating the 
difficult form qv#m#d+ ‘damask, silk’ (?) with qc#M#D~ ‘Damascus’, form-association 
may be employed as a primary translation action in dealing with difficult forms. 
In 1:5, the translator is ignorant of the proper name ryq in hryq ‘to Kir’ and so 
associates hryq with ayrq ‘called’, hence, evpi,klhtoj ‘called’. When the same 
proper name occurs in 9:7 in ryqm ‘from Kir’, he associates ryqm with rwqm 
‘spring, fountain’, hence, bo,qroj ‘a pit, cistern’.9 Assuming that the Greek Minor 
                                                 
 8For a complete list of form-association renderings that the G Amos translator makes of difficult Hebrew forms as well 
as of other known forms (when secondary adjustments are necessary) in Amos 1-5, see Zobule (2008:297-298, 306-308). 
Here are some examples of form-association renderings that involve difficult forms: hryq ‘to Kir’ is associated with ayrq 
‘called’, hence, evpi,klhtoj (1:5); hmlv ‘complete, safe’ with hm)Ov= ‘Solomon’, hence, Salwmwn (1:6, 9); the noun wymjr ‘his 
allies’ with <j#r\ ‘womb’, hence, mh,tran ‘womb’ [1:11]); hpws ‘whirlwind’ with [ws ‘end, completion’, hence, suntelei,aj 
‘end, completion’ [1:14]); wduwn ‘they have come together’ with Wud³on ‘they know one another other’ [3:3]), hence, 
gnwri,swsin èautou,j; dws ‘secret; counsel’ with rs*Wm ‘discipline, instruction’, hence, paidei,a (3:7); tmwhm ‘confusion, panic’ 
with hmt ‘be astounded, dumbfound’ or possibly twhwmt, hence, qaumasta, ‘wonderful, marvelous’ [3:9]); rx ‘adversary, 
enemy’ with rx) ‘Tyre’, hence, Tu,roj (3:11); wpsw ‘and they will sweep away’ with Wpŝonw+ ‘and they will be added’, hence, 
kai. prosteqh,sontai (3:15); and hgwd ‘fishing’ with rWD ‘to heap up, pile’, hence, ùpokaiome,nouj (4:2); <yxrp ‘breaches’ [4:3]) 
with <yx]yr]p+ ‘violent ones’, hence, loimoi, (4:2); Jmjm ‘from that which is leavened’ with JWjm! ‘from outside’, hence, e;xw 
(4:5); twbdn ‘free-will offerings’ with <yr]d̀n+ ‘vows, promises’, hence, òmologi,aj (4:5); and wjc hm ‘what [is] his thought’ 
with ojyv!m= ‘his anointed one’, hence, to.n cristo.n auvtou (4:13); gylbmh ‘the one who smiles’ with gyl!p=M^h^ ‘the one who 
divides’, hence, ò diairw/n (5:9); yrrx ‘showing hostility’ with yxxr ‘the ones who crush’, hence, katapatou/ntej ‘the ones 
who tread upon’ [5:12]); twks ‘sikkuth’ (?) with tK̂s% ‘booth’, hence, th.n skhnh,n (5:26). 
 9The proper name ryq ‘Kir’, excluding its use in compound forms, e.g., Kir-har’eseth, occurs only three other times in 
Hebrew (2 Kgs 16:9; Isa 22:6; Amos 9:7). In 2 Kgs 16:9 and Amos 9:7, the Syriac Peshitta, Latin Vulgate and Targum 
Jonathan represent it with qjr, Cyrene and ynyryq respectively (cf. a, kurhnhnde for hryq); in Isa 22:6 they all associate it 
with its other homonym ryq ‘wall’, hence, the Syriac Peshitta has  šwr’ ‘the wall’, the Latin Vulgate parietem ‘the wall’ and 
Targum Jonathan rwv ‘wall’. The G translators are also ignorant of the form and so eliminate it from the translation in 2 
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Prophet is a translation unit (see Thackeray 1903 and 1909:11-12), the renderings of 
the three occurrences of hp*Ws ‘whirlwind’ in the Minor Prophets also betray the 
translator’s ignorance of its correct meaning. In Amos 1:14, consistent with 
ancient translation practices in dealing with difficult forms, he segments hp*Ws as 
[ws plus h (the 3fs suffix) and then associates the constituent [ws with [ws ‘end, 
completion’, hence, suntelei,aj  auvth/j ‘her end/completion’ [1:14]); in Nah 1:3 
and Hos 8:7, consistent with another ancient translation practice in dealing with 
difficult forms, he replaces it by a semantically unrelated katastrofh, ‘overthrow, 
destruction’. 

Second, the G Amos translator has to deal with the Hebrew cr\u* in such a way 
that its representation is meaningful not only by itself but also in its relationship 
to the other elements in the textual segment or to the other elements in the 
vicinity of the textual segment. It has been said that the translator mistakenly 
transliterates cr\u* as ìerei/j because of their phonetic similarities. However, that 
explanation is inadequate because cr\u* is a Hebrew word while i`erei/j is a Greek 
word, and the primary task of the translator is not to copy cr\u* but to translate 
it. The fact that cr\u* is unexpectedly represented by ièrei/j must be explained in 
terms of the translation practices, not in terms of the copying practices. My 
argument is that the unexpected rendering of cr\u* as ièrei/j is really a secondary 
adjustment that the translator does and it involves two translation actions. First, 
the translator associates cr\u* with the similar but semantically unrelated Greek 
noun ìerei/j and transliterates it as ìerei/j. This is an instance of a form-association 
with a receptor language form that then results in transliteration. This 
translation action is influenced partly by the availability of a similar sounding 
form in Greek to the Hebrew form here and also partly by the secondary 
translation adjustment that the translator takes in Amos 1:15 where he first 
introduces ièrei/j into the translation in order to have a meaningful rendering. 
Second, the reason cr\u* is here transliterated as ièrei/j without much difficulty 
(and quite possibly the primary motivation for the transliteration) is because, 
taking it as part of the next verse, i`erei/j happily serves as the vocative addressed 
by the imperatives (avkou,sate, evpimartu,rasqe) in the next verse. Taking i`erei/j as the 
vocative and going with the two imperatives in the next verse is the only 
grammatically and syntactically sensible thing to do; if one takes ièrei/j as a 
nominative then it becomes part of the verbless clause kai. evn Damaskw/| i`erei/j 
which is an abnormality in Greek. Even if one assumes that the substantive 
participle oi` katoikou/ntej in the immediately preceding clause is to be the 
understood verb for kai. evn Damaskw/| i`erei/j, it still does not make a good Greek 
clause. In short, as another secondary translation path taken to accommodate 
the unexpected representing of the difficult form qv#m#d+ by Damaskw/|, the translator 
reorganizes the syntactical function of cr\u* by transliterating it as ìerei/j and by 
so doing creates a new understanding with the newly introduced i`erei/j ‘priests’ 
                                                                                                                                                 
Kgs (4 Kgdm) 16:9, make a contextual interpretation or replacement in Isa 22:6 and make a form-association rendering 
in Amos 1:5; 9:7. (Note, however, that the G Amos translator is not ignorant of another similar form ryq [‘wall’] which 
he correctly represents as to.n toi/con [Amos 5:19]). This observation on how the G and the other ancient versions deal 
with ryq at various places can hardly be explained by the argument that the translators mistake one form for another 
similar form as a copyist could possibly have done; it is obvious that the translators of G, Latin Vulgate and Targum 
Jonathan are all trying to make sense of the difficult form ryq in Amos 1:5 and 9:7. 
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as the addressees of the two imperatives in the next verse.10 This means that 
ièrei/j at the end of G Amos 3:12 is meant to be taken as the addressees of the 
two imperatives in the next verse and it is not meant to be taken as part of the 
last textual segment in 3:12. 

To conclude, the explanation of the rise of unexpected renderings in Amos 
3:12 may be summarized as follows. First, the G variations in the textual 
segment of Amos 3:12 are not the result of the mistaken activity of the 
translator. The translator is not mistaken; he is conscious what he is doing here. 
Second, the G variations are not the result of the interpretive activity of the 
translator, if by interpretation one means high level interpretation. Third, the G 
variations are caused by the presence of the difficult form qv#m#d+ and the 
translator’s desire to have a meaningful rendering of the textual segment. The 
translator associates the difficult form qv#m#d+ with the similar but semantically 
unrelated form qc#M#D~ ‘Damascus’ and then, since qc#M#D~ ‘Damascus’ is a proper 
name, transliterates it as Damaskw/|. Having done that, the translator cannot 
maintain correct renderings of the other two nouns in the textual segment 
without having a nonsensical rendering of the textual segment. In order to avoid 
an intolerable rendering of the textual segment, the translator, in keeping with 
ancient translation practices, renders hF*m! ‘bed, couch’ by associating it with the 
similar but semantically unrelated form hF#m̂ ‘tribe’ and then associates cr\u* with 
the Greek i`erei/j and transliterates it as ìerei/j—a translation action that is 
accompanied by the reorganization of the syntactical function of ìerei/j. Since the 
textual segment cr\u* qv#m#d+b!W hF*m! ta^p=B! (3:12) contains a difficult form, in 
representing it with the unexpected kate,nanti fulh/j kai. evn Damaskw/| ièrei/j the 
overall aim of the translator is not accuracy but that the textual segment means 
something in translation. 
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